
           
You’ve booked your holiday…  

now add the fun stuff!  

       VIETNAM 

ASK FOR MORE DETAILS TODAY! 

Subject to availability and cost change. 

Halong Bay Overnight Luxury Cruise  
Do as little or as much as you like as the boat's route takes in           

traditional fishing villages, floating towns, the iconic Drum Cave and 

also offers plenty of swimming and kayaking opportunities.   

Only 

£174 

Mekong Discovery  
Escape the city for the lush fields and countless canals of the       

Mekong Delta. Cruise through the waterways, call into an island 

studded with tropical gardens and try local fruit.  

Only 

£56 

Cu Chi Tunnels Half Day Tour 
If your time is at a premium, this short tour is a perfect way of       

exploring the famous Cu Chi Tunnels and getting to see rural life 

outside of Ho Chi Minh.  

Adult £18 

Child £13 

Private Half Day Hanoi City Tour 
With two alternative itineraries, these short private tours take in a 

selection of Hanoi highlights while leaving you plenty of spare time 

in the day to explore further on your own.   

From 

£31 

Hanoi Street Food Walking Tour  
Sample authentic local dishes away from the tourist trail, hunkering 

down with the locals on the street at a variety of atmospheric food 

stalls.   

Buddhism Pilgrimage - Perfume Pagoda 
This unique trip culminates in a visit to the Perfume Pagoda -            

a sacred place for many North Vietnamese folk - but getting there is 

an adventure in itself.  

Royal City Exploration 
Immerse yourself in the rich history of Hue, Vietnam's former      

imperial capital city, on this fascinating tour which includes a boat 

trip along Perfume River.  

Hanoi Cooking Class 
Learn how to make authentic and tasty regional-themed dishes, 

under the watchful eye of a professional local chef.  

Only 

£24 

 

Adult £28 

Child £5 

Only 

£53 

Adult £42 

Child £31 

Only 

£29 


